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Our Learning Principles
• We are all learners
• Wellbeing is important
• Life skills must be explicitly taught
in real-life contexts
• Learning happens through doing
• Start with what you know
• Learning must be tailored to needs
• Learning happens in and out of the
classroom
• Learning must be visible

WHAT DO WE
BELIEVE ABOUT
LEARNING?
We are all learners … constantly learning
new processes, knowledge and skills.
That the wellbeing of a learner
underpins their success, therefore our
relationships, actions, practice and
environment must allow learners to feel
safe and secure.
Life skills (such as literacy and numeracy,
inquiry, collaboration, communication,
questioning, social skills, researching,
problem solving and finding, and
reflecting) are all important tools in
learning which must be explicitly taught
and connected to real life examples.
Learning happens through experience,
inquiry, risk taking and making mistakes.
Learning starts from the known,
and must connect to authentic life
experiences in order to develop a deeper
understanding of self and the world.

Learning must provide rigour and be
differentiated according to needs and
preferences so learners can develop ownership
of the processes involved and achieve to their
full potential.
That making learning visible through
displays, assessment and timely feedback
engages learners in continual reflection and
consolidation which promotes new questions
and deeper learning.
Learning happens in and beyond the classroom.
The environment (both inside and outside)
has a critical part to play in learning therefore
it needs to inspire, be appropriately resourced,
and learners given choice about when and how
it is used.
These Learning Principles underpin everything
we do here at Vineyard. They determine our
working culture: our teaching methodology,
our approach to Behaviour Management, the
learning tasks we choose, the excursions we go
on, the way we assess, our communication with
you, and the supportive, caring relationships we
build with your child.

SCHOOLS ARE CHANGING...
Different Roles
The role of the teacher is
different in today’s classroom, as
students take control over their
learning.
The teacher facilitates the
learning process, and acts as
coach to encourage and extend
their students with questioning.
The student in turn develops
ownership in the process which
motivates them to delve deeper
and find out more.

Showing our God
Colours
Vineyard is a Lutheran Primary
School, working with the MidNorth Lutheran Ministries
Parish to share God’s love with
our community.
Each Monday morning, we start
our week with a Chapel service.
Students often present the
message and are involved in the
service. Everyone is welcome to
attend.

Not so long ago our schools were filled with rows of
desks all facing the front with a teacher who imparted
all the knowledge to their students in an orderly
predictable way. Often students worked from textbooks
and curriculum delivery was very much a ‘one size fits
all’ model. Schools were structured this way because
historically they were designed to skill students for the
factory workforce they would enter. This ’cookie cutter’
approach was ideal at the time, given that the majority
of the graduates would work in these industries.
However, with the decline of mass production
industries, this model no longer meets the needs of our
current workforce. The boom in service, HR and creative
industries means our children need to be equipped
with a whole different skill set. Instead of the traditional
rote learning of all content, our children require
interpersonal, creative, entrepreneurial and problemsolving skills to prepare them for an ever-changing
workforce—one where they are likely to have many
different careers across many different industries.
The Australian Curriculum is designed that students
can work collaboratively with others through an
inquiry process in meaningful projects that focus on
solving real-world complex problems. These projects
can be individualized and tailored so that students
can engage with them at their own level and pace. In
schools now, students are taught about the process of
learning. learners and use this knowledge to grow and
stretch themselves, working creatively, and showing
adaptability, critical thinking and global awareness.
The school environment now must cater for this,
equipped with flexible learning spaces and agile
furniture, enabling students to engage with and use
their environment (both inside and outside) according
to the task at hand.

Cross Curricular
Experiences
We know that learning happens
best when it is taught in an inquiry
way, across subjects in a real-life
context. This is because links can
be made with what students
already know from their lives in
and outside of the classroom.

The use of Technology
There is no doubt that students of today are digital natives who will require a
broad understanding not only of different ICT devices and programs but also an
understanding of their application for different uses.
At Vineyard, students use a wide variety of digital devices including iPad, laptops,
robotic devices, probes, printers and software programs. The use of appropriate
Digital Technology is incorporated into all curriculum areas so students can
learn skills in a relevant, real-life context. It is our aim to equip students with the
knowledge and understanding to adapt to and use new devices and programs, but
also use to critical thinking to select the technology which is most appropriate for
the task and use it confidently and safely.

We would love to share our
learning with you.
Call today to make an appointment for a
School Tour with our Principal.
...where children grow
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